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In this paper, we calculate the inclusive rate of WþW− pair production through leptonic decay channels
WþW− → lþνl þ l0−νl0 in the kt-factorization framework. We also consider the exclusive WþW− pair
production through the one-loop induced gg → H → WþW− channel that is important for the study of new
physics beyond the Standard Model. The results are compared with predictions from the Herwig 7 event
generator in the collinear factorization framework and with the experimental data from the ATLAS and the
CMS collaborations. It will be shown that our predictions for theWþW− boson pair production signals are
in agreement with the experimental data as well as the collinear results.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.101.014007
I. INTRODUCTION
The production of the WþW− pairs is one of the most
important electroweak (EW) processes at the CERN Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), that provides a strong test for the
viability of the Standard Model (SM) [1–19]. Moreover,
these processes have played a key role in precision mea-
surements at the LHC and also for the estimation
of the irreducible backgrounds in Higgs boson searches.
Furthermore, detecting any deviation from the theoretical
predictions of the SM could automatically signal the exist-
ence of new physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM).
This is even more relevant for heavy gauge vector boson
(HGVB) pair production events (e.g., γ=H=Z0 → WþW−),
due to their sensitivity to BSM modifications, e.g., via an
extended Higgs sector [20].
To the date, a number of theoretical calculations for the
prediction of the WþW− pair production rate have been
done in different frameworks, to LO [21], NLO [22–25]
and NNLO [26,27] in QCD accuracies.
Here, we calculate the inclusive rate of WþW− pair
production through leptonic decay channelsWþW−→lþνlþ
l0−νl0 in two different approaches:
(i) The kt-factorization framework where we use the
transverse momentum dependent parton distribution
functions (TMD PDFs) of Kimber-Martin-Ryskin
(KMR) [28,29]. In this framework, unintegrated
parton distributions (UPDFs) are used to weight the
relevant partonic subprocesses. These transverse-
momentum-dependent parton distribution functions
(TMD PDFs) are defined based on the solutions
of the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi
(DGLAP) evolution equations [30–33], and the
last-step evolution approximation. The latter, directly
introduces transverse momentum dependency into
the partonic densities by softening the strong order-
ing assumption, i.e., k2t;1≪   ≪k2t;semi-hard∼μ2hard.
This formalism suppresses the soft gluon singular-
ities that arise from color coherence interference
effects, by employing the angular ordering constraint
(AOC) [34] and effectively limits its evolution to a
singularityfree phase space. Hence, the choice of
AOC has a definitive effect on the characteristics of
the resulting UPDF. Employing different AOC
visualizations have resulted in different formalisms,
namely the KMR, LO Martin-Ryskin-Watt (MRW)
and NLO MRW UPDFs [29]. The capability of these
phenomenological assets in correctly describing
various physical observables have been already
investigated, see, e.g., [20,35–39].
(ii) The collinear factorization framework which can
be generated using the Herwig 7 (v7.1.5) event
generator [40–42]. The corresponding matrix ele-
ments are evaluated by MadGraph5 [43] and OpenLoops
packages [44–46] for the tree-level and QCD
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one-loop-induced channels, respectively. NLO QCD
corrections have been calculated using MATCHBOX
[47–49] and the partonic subprocesses are showered
by a QCDþ QED parton shower which is angularly
ordered and MC@NLO matched [50]. Finally,
hadronization was performed using the cluster
model of [51] and the results have been analyzed
using RIVET [52]1.
Additionally, we calculate the exclusiveWþW− pair pro-
duction through the one-loop induced gg → H → WþW−
channel in both kt-factorization and collinear frameworks.
This channel is particularly important in searching for BSM
signal at the LHC. We will report our study on exclusive
WþW− pair production in BSM within an upcoming paper.
There we will use the BSM sensitive gg→ Hi → WþW−
vertices, with Hi being either the SM Higgs boson or extra
Higgs scalars in the maximally symmetric two Higgs
doublet model (MS-2HDM) [53] and in the 2HDM type
II with cancellation quadratic divergences [54]. We will
compare our results for both inclusive and exclusive
WþW− pair production with the existing experimental data
from ATLAS [15–17] and CMS [18].
The outline of this paper is as follows: Section II includes
the details of partonic interactions for WþW− pair pro-
duction at the LHC. In Sec. III, we present a brief
description of our calculations in the kt-factorization
framework and will show the setups for our numerical
analysis. Section IV contains our predictions for the
inclusive WþW− pair production as well as the Higgs-
decay-driven WþW− production. The results of both
frameworks are compared with the experimental data from
the ATLAS and the CMS collaborations. These compar-
isons will show that our predictions for the WþW− boson
pair production signals are in agreement with the exper-
imental data. Finally, the Sec. V will outline our
conclusions.
II. W +W − PAIR PRODUCTION
We consider the inclusive production of the WþW−
pairs at the LHC that decay to two charged leptons and
two neutrinos. In such processes, the general hadronic
scattering is
AðP1Þ þ BðP2Þ → aðk1Þ þ bðk2Þ
→ Wþðq1Þ þW−ðq2Þ þ X
→ lþðp1Þ þ νlðp2Þ þ l−ðp3Þ
þ ν¯lðp4Þ þ X; ð1Þ
with AðP1Þ and BðP2Þ being the colliding beam protons,
aðk1Þ and bðk2Þ denote the partons that initiate any of the
involved subprocesses and l ¼ e, μ are the resulting
final-state fermions. The 4-momenta of the beam protons,
the initial partons, the exchanged W-bosons and the final
state leptons are denoted by Pi, kj, qm and pn, respectively.
The hadronic scattering (1) is dominated by the following
partonic channels:
q1 þ q2 → Wþ þW−; ð2Þ
q1 þ q2 → Z0=γ → Wþ þW−; ð3Þ
q1 þ q2 → Wþ þW− þ J; ð4Þ
q1 þ q2 → Z0=γ þ J → Wþ þW− þ J; ð5Þ
q1 þ g2 → Wþ þW− þ J; ð6Þ
q1 þ g2 → Z0=γ þ J → Wþ þW− þ J; ð7Þ
g1 þ g2 → Wþ þW−; ð8Þ
g1 þ g2 → Z0=γ → Wþ þW−; ð9Þ
g1 þ g2 → H → Wþ þW−: ð10Þ
These subprocesses are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2.
The relevant leading-order (LO) subprocesses are com-
prised onlyof the quark-quark tree-level contributions (2) and
the LODrell-Yan type processes (3), which are the dominant
contributions into the inclusive WþW− pair production
events at the LHC current center-of-mass energies. These
(a) (c) (e)
(b) (d) (f)
FIG. 1. Tree-level contributions (up to one jet) in the cross section for the production of WþW− pairs at the LHC.
1The Herwig 7 multi-purpose event generator provides a
versatile platform for performing this class of analysis. Such
calculations can be made in different setups, depending on the
requirements, for instance, see [25].
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subprocesses are shown as the diagrams (a) and (b) of the
Fig. 1. Additionally, the relevant tree-level plus one jet
subprocesses are the P1þP2→WþþW−þJ contributions
shown in processes (4), (5), (6), and (7) and correspondingly
in the diagrams (c) through (f) of the Figure 1.
In the case of the WþW− pair production via QCD one-
loop channels, one can argue the importance of counting the
gluon-gluon fusion contributions via single QCD loop dia-
grams as shown in subprocesses (8) and (9) and correspond-
ingly in the diagrams (a) and (b) of the Fig. 2 [26,27,55].
This, despite being valid in the case of the collinear
framework, will cause irreducible double-counting while
working within the kt-factorization formalism, directly due
to the use of the box and crossed-box diagrams in the
definition of the kt-factorization partonic densities
2
[36,56,57]. Therefore, we will include the contributions of
the subprocesses (8) and (9) only in our collinear results and
neglect them in kt-factorization calculations.
The production of WþW− pairs through Higgs decay is
predominantly dominated by the gluon-gluon fusion chan-
nel as shown in the subprocess (10) and in Fig. 2(c). Note
that the higher-order (QCD and radiative) corrections to
this channel are considerable. However, it has been shown
that by using the K-factor approximation one can capture a
very good description of the event, without the need for
adding higher-order calculations [35,58].
The existence of a leptonic final-state for a WþW−
pair production event provides a clean experimental signature
while preventing reconstruction of the H→WþW− reso-
nance. The latter, in turn, causes some difficulty for the
detection of the background signals and lowers the sensitivity
of theexperimentalmeasurements [27].Therefore, itwouldbe
more important to increase the precision of the theoretical
calculations to enhance our understanding of theH→WþW−
signal [59,60].Meanwhile, since it is not possible to calculate
the invariant masses of the HGVB in a pair-production event,
theprocess (1) canbeconsideredas an irreduciblebackground
signal for many LHC measurements.
III. CALCULATION FRAMEWORK
At the hadronic level, the differential cross section for
the production of WþW− pairs (via leptonic decay) in the
kt-factorization framework can be written as
dσðAB → lþνll−ν¯l þ ½jÞ ¼
X
a;b¼q;g
Z
dx1
x1
dx2
x2
dk21;t
k21;t
dk22;t
k22;t
faðx1; k21;t; μ2Þfbðx2; k22;t; μ2Þ
×
dϕðab → lþνll−ν¯l þ ½jÞ
FAB→ab
jMðab→ WþW− → lþνll−ν¯l þ ½jÞj2; ð11Þ
with the particle phase space, dϕ, and the flux factor, F, defined as
dϕ ¼ ð2πÞ4
Y
i∈final-state

1
16π2
dp2i;tdyi
dϕi
2π

δð4Þ

k1 þ k2 −
X
j∈final-state
pj

; ð12Þ
F ¼ x1x2s: ð13Þ
Here, yi and ϕi are the pseudorapidities and the azimuthal
angles of emission of the final-state particles, respectively,
while s in the Eq. (13) is the center-of-mass energy squared
in the infinite momentum frame, P2i ≫ m2proton,
s ¼ ðP1 þ P2Þ2 ¼ 2P1 · P2: ð14Þ
Also, x1 and x2 are defined as
x1;2 ¼
1ﬃﬃ
s
p
X
i∈final-state
mi;teyi ; ð15Þ
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 2. One-loop induced gþ g → Wþ þW− channels in WþW− pair production at the LHC.
2This argument is also valid in the case of one-loop quark-
quark fusion channels via a single QCD loop. If one is interested
in counting these types of contributions in the current production
events, one has to omit the LO channels and only sum over the
full single-loop NLO range, including the gluon-gluon and quark-
quark fusion channels that have the same number of jets in their
final states [35]. Hence, the set of subprocesses (2) through (7)
plus the subprocess (10) are the QCD NLO-level-equivalent
subprocesses for the inclusive calculation of WþW− pair in the
kt-factorization framework.
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with mi;t ¼ ðm2i þ p2i;tÞ1=2 being the transverse mass of the final state particles. The matrix elements of the relevant
subprocesses,M, are calculated using the Feynman rules in combination with the Eikonal approximation for the incoming
quark spin densities and the non-sense polarization approximation for the polarization vectors of the incoming gluons
[35,61–66]. To generate the analytic expressions for these matrix elements, we have used the algebraic manipulation
package FORM [67] and checked our results, independently, by Mathematica.
The differential cross section for WþW− pair production of hadronic collisions can be derived for the subprocesses (2)
and (3) as
dσðAB → lþνll−ν¯lÞ ¼
X
a;b¼q;g
dk21;t
k2t;1
dk22;t
k22;t
dp21;tdp
2
2;tdp
2
3;tdy1dy2dy3dy4
dψ1
2π
dψ2
2π
dϕ1
2π
dϕ2
2π
dϕ3
2π
× faðx1; k21;t; μ2Þfbðx2; k22;t; μ2Þ
jMðab → WþW− → lþνll−ν¯lÞj2
2024π4ðx1x2sÞ2
; ð16Þ
and for the subprocesses (4) through (7) as
dσðAB → lþνll−ν¯l þ jÞ ¼
X
a;b¼q;g
dk21;t
k21;t
dk22;t
k22;t
dp21;tdp
2
2;tdp
2
3;tdp
2
4;tdy1dy2dy3dy4dy5
×
dψ1
2π
dψ2
2π
dϕ1
2π
dϕ2
2π
dϕ3
2π
dϕ4
2π
faðx1; k21;t; μ2Þfbðx2; k22;t; μ2Þ
×
jMðab → WþW− → lþνll−ν¯l þ jÞj2
32768π5ðx1x2sÞ2
: ð17Þ
Finally, for the subprocess (10) we have
dσðAB → lþνll−ν¯lÞ ¼ exp

2π
3
αSðμ2cÞ

dk21;t
k21;t
dk22;t
k22;t
dp21;tdp
2
2;tdp
2
3;tdy1dy2dy3dy4
×
dψ1
2π
dψ2
2π
dϕ1
2π
dϕ2
2π
dϕ3
2π
fgðx1; k21;t; μ2Þfgðx2; k22;t; μ2Þ
×
jMðgg → H → WþW− → lþνll−ν¯lÞj2
2024π4ðx1x2sÞ2
; ð18Þ
where ψ i are the azimuthal angles of the initial partons and
μ2c ¼ m2=3H p4=3H;t with mH and pH;t being the mass and the
transverse momentum of the exchanged Higgs boson in the
subprocess (10). The functions faðx; k2t ; μ2Þ in the Eqs. (16),
(17) and (18) are the KMR UPDFs. These double-scaled
TMD PDFs depend on the fraction of the longitudinal
momentum of the parent hadron carried by the incoming
parton, x, transverse momenta kt and the hard-scale μ.
The KMR UPDFs are defined as [28]
faðx;k2t ;μ2Þ
¼ΔaSðk2t ;μ2Þ
X
b¼q;g

αS
2π
Z μ
ðμþktÞ
x
dzPabðzÞb

x
z
;k2t

; ð19Þ
with the Sudakov form factor,
ΔaSðk2t ; μ2Þ ¼ exp

−
Z
μ2
k2t
αS
2π
dk2
k2
X
b¼q;g
Z μ
ðμþktÞ
0
dz0Pabðz0Þ

;
ð20Þ
with αS ≡ αSðk2Þ as the running coupling of the strong
interaction and PabðzÞ as the LO splitting functions for b →
aþ X partonic splittings [28,68]. The upper bounds of the
integrations in the Eqs. (19) and (20), i.e., μ=ðμþ ktÞ, are
the manifestations of the AOC that characterize the
kinematics of the KMR UPDFs. Furthermore, bðx; k2t Þ
are the solutions of the DGLAP evolution equations. For
the purpose of our calculations, these PDFs are obtained
from the MMHT2014-LO libraries [69]. Alternatively, one
can use any of the existing PDF libraries (e.g., CTEQ & CJ
[70,71], HERAPDF [72], MRST [73], MSTW [74], etc.) to
obtain the UPDFs of the kt-factorization. Given that these
PDFs are universal solutions to the DGLAP evolution
equations, this alternation is expected to have a negligible
effect on the resulting predictions. This was checked and
confirmed in [39], for MMHT and MSTW PDFs.
Here, we numerically calculate the differential cross
section for the production of WþW− pairs by choosing the
hard-scale of the process as
μ2 ¼
X
i∈final-state
p2i;t; ð21Þ
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within the ½0; kmaxt  boundaries for the integrations over the
ki;t, where
kmaxt ≡ 4
 X
i∈final-state
p2;maxi;t

1=2
; ð22Þ
due to the limit faðx; k2t ≫ μ2Þ → 0. Also, for the non-
perturbative domain of ki;t ∈ ½0; 1 GeV, faðx; k2t ; μ2Þ takes
on the form
faðx; k2t < μ20; μ2Þ ¼
k2t
μ20
aðx; μ20ÞΔaSðμ20; μ2Þ; ð23Þ
and therefore limk2t→0faðx; k2t ; μ2Þ ∼ k2t .
To suppress the collinear singularities which may occur
through soft parton emissions in the subprocesses that
involve a final state jet, we assert a hard transverse
momentum cut on the emitting final-state parton, pjet;t >
20 GeV and constraint kinematics final-state parton on the
y − ϕ plane by employing the anti-kt algorithm,
½ðΔyÞ2 þ ðΔϕÞ2 < R;
with the cone radios R ¼ 0.4 [75].
The corresponding event selection constraints are chosen
by the specifications of the existing experimental measure-
ments as shown in Table I.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present our results for the calculation of
inclusive WþW− pair production at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV and
13 TeV, through leptonic decay channels WþW− → lþνl þ
l0−νl0 in two different approaches; (i) in the kt-factorization
framework using the KMR UPDFs and (ii) in the collinear
factorization framework, using theHerwig 7 event generator.
Our predictions forWþW− pair production at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV
are shown in Figs. 3–8. The right panels of each of these
figures illustrate the individual contributions of the involving
subprocesses, with the solid-black histograms representing
the total values. The LO contributions are shown by dashed
lines, while the LO plus 1 jet histograms are depicted by
dotted (short-dashed-dotted) lines corresponding toqþ q →
Wþ þW− þ J (qþ g → Wþ þW− þ J) channels. The
one-loop induced gþ g → H → Wþ þW− histograms are
plotted as dashed-dotted histograms. In these figures, all tree-
level t-channel contributions are colored in red while the
histograms related to theDrell-Yan diagrams associated with
an exchanged Z0 (γ) gauge vector boson are colored in green
FIG. 3. Differential cross section for the production of WþW− pairs as a function of cos θ observable. The calculations were carried
out, using the KMR UPDFs at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV center-of-mass energy. The right panel demonstrates the contributions of the individual
productions channels with the solid black curve showing the overall prediction. The left panel shows a comparison between the results,
within the corresponding uncertainty bounds, to the similar predictions from Herwig 7 [41] and to the experimental measurements of the
ATLAS collaboration [15]. To produce the uncertainty region, we have manipulated the hard-scale μ by a factor of 2.
TABLE I. Event selection criteria for 8 and 13 TeV calculations,
compatible with the conditions used in the corresponding ATLAS
and CMS measurements. pleadingt and p
subleading
t are the transverse
momenta of the leading and the subleading leptons, yeμ and meμ
are the pseudorapidity and the mass of the dilepton system and
Emissingt is the missing transverse energy due to neutrino emission.
In the case of electron production, the pseudorapidity domain is
considered to be jyej < 2.5 excluding 1.37 < jyej < 1.52.
ﬃﬃ
s
p
pleadingt p
subleading
t yeμ meμ E
missing
t
8 TeV >20 GeV >10 GeV <j2.5j >10 GeV >10 GeV
13 TeV >27 GeV >15 GeV <j2.5j >55 GeV >20 GeV
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(blue). Furthermore, the left panels of these figures include
the total contributions (labeled as KMR) within the corre-
sponding uncertainty bounds, compared against the existing
experimental measurements from the ATLAS and/or CMS
collaborations and the NLO predictions in the collinear
factorization framework from Herwig 7, labeled with
NLO⊗HERWIG7⊗NLOPS, to mark the use of QCD NLO
matrix elements and the enhancement via an angularly
ordered and MC@NLO matched parton shower. All uncer-
tainty bounds are determined bymanipulating the hard-scale
μ by a factor of 2.
In the Fig. 3 the differential cross section for the
production of WþW− pairs are plotted as a function of
cos θ,
j cos θj ¼
 tanh

Δyll
2
;
with Δyll being the difference between the rapidities of the
produced leptons. As expected, it can be seen that the LO
channels have the largest contributions into the production
rate (∼62.0%) with the t-channel qþ q → Wþ þW−
having the greatest impact (∼42.3%). On the other hand,
FIG. 4. Differential cross section for the production ofWþW− pairs as a function of the azimuthal angle between the produced leptons,
Δϕll, at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV. The notation of the figure is the same as Fig. 3.
FIG. 5. Differential cross section for the production of WþW− pairs as a function of the mass of the produced lepton pair, mll, atﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV. The notation of the figure is the same as Fig. 3.
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the LO plus 1 jet channels contribute up to about 27.6%
toward the total cross section while the one-loop induced
gþ g → H → Wþ þW− (enhanced by the use of the
K-factor approximation) contributes about 10.4%. The
smallest contributions are coming from the s-channel LO
plus 1 jet subprocesses that are associated with a γ →
WþW− decay vertex. These include a 0.5% share for the
quark-quark channel and a 0.6% for the quark-gluon
channel.
The left panel of Fig. 3 illustrates a comparison between
the kt-factorization predictions, within the corresponding
uncertainty bounds, to similar predictions from Herwig 7
and the experimental measurements of the ATLAS col-
laboration [16]. In comparison to the experimental mea-
surements, as well as the collinear predictions, it can be
observed that the kt-factorization results within their
uncertainty bounds produce a relatively good description
of the data.
Similar results are shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, where
the differential cross section for WþW− pair production is
plotted as functions of the difference in the azimuthal
angles of the decayed leptons, Δϕllt , the invariant mass of
the dilepton system, mll, the transverse momentum of the
leading lepton, pLeadingt , the transverse momentum of the
FIG. 6. Differential cross section for the production of WþW− pairs as a function of the mass of the transverse momentum of the
leading lepton, pLeadingt , at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV. The notation of the figure is the same as Fig. 3.
FIG. 7. Differential cross section for the production ofWþW− pairs as a function of the transverse momentum of the produced lepton
pair, pllt , at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV. The notation of the figure is the same as Fig. 3.
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dilepton system, pllt and the pseudorapidity of the dilepton
system, yll, respectively.
The overall behavior of our predictions in these plots is
similar to our previous description for Fig. 3, regarding the
individual contributions of the relevant subprocesses and
their closeness to the experimental measurements as well as
the collinear results. What is significant here is the
behaviour of the gþ g → H → WþW− histograms in the
high-pt regions, i.e., for the regions equivalent to pllt >
150 GeV (similarly for the region mll > 250 GeV). In
these domains, the gþ g → H → Wþ þW− contributions
into the production event become dominant, lifting the
high-pt tails of these histograms and ensuring that the total
predictions are comparable to the experimental data.
Besides the above-mentioned indirect deviance for the
correct behavior of our gþ g → H → Wþ þW− channel
in the Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7, it is also possible to directly
compared our predictions with the experimental measure-
ments for WþW− pair production via H → WþW− decay
vertex, from the ATLAS [16] and the CMS [18] collab-
orations. Therefore, in addition to inclusive results, the
Fig. 8 also compares our one-loop induced gþ g → H →
Wþ þW− predictions against the experimental data and
similar results from Herwig 7. Additionally, in the Fig. 9,
we have depicted the differential cross section for the
production of WþW− pairs via Higgs boson decay, as a
function of the transverse momentum of the exchanged
Higgs boson. Although in this case, the precision of the
data is not as good as the inclusive case, our usual
comparisons show a sound behaviour for our predictions
within their uncertainty bounds.
From the above comparisons, it appears that the SM
predictions are satisfactory for describing the experimental
image ofWþW− pair production at the LHC, at least for theﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV center-of-mass energies. However, one can
expect the higher center-of-mass energies to provide a
FIG. 8. Differential cross section for the production ofWþW− pairs as a function of the pseudorapidity of the produced lepton pair atﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV. The right panel demonstrates the contributions of the individual productions channels with the solid black curve showing
the overall prediction. The left panel shows a comparison between the results, within the corresponding uncertainty bounds, to the
similar predictions from Herwig 7 [40,41] and to the experimental measurements of the ATLAS collaboration [15]. The left panel also
contains a similar comparison for WþW− pair production via Higgs boson decay and ATLAS [16].
FIG. 9. Differential cross section for the production of WþW−
pairs via Higgs boson decay, as a function of the transverse
momentum of the exchanged Higgs boson at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV. The
plot shows a comparison between the results, within the corre-
sponding uncertainty bounds, to the similar predictions from
Herwig 7 [40,41] and to the experimental data from ATLAS and
CMS [16,18].
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better chance for observing the contributions from BSM,
e.g., with extended Higgs sectors. Recently, the ATLAS
collaboration has published another set of measurements
for the inclusive production of WþW− pairs at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼
13 TeV [17].
In Figs. 10–15, we have compared our 13 TeV pre-
dictions with the similar results from Herwig 7 in the
collinear factorization framework and with the recent
experimental data from [17]. At first glance, it can be seen
that the overall pattern of the behaviour of the subprocesses
remains similar to the case of
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV. A closer
investigation, however, reveals that the fractions of the
LO plus 1 jet and one-loop induced contributions into the
total production rate are slightly greater than the 8 TeV
case. At 13 TeV, the LO channels have about a 57.4% share
of the total WþW− pair production cross section, while the
LO plus 1 jet qq and qg channels have 13.2% and 16.7%
shares, respectively. The contribution of the one-loop
induced Higgs decay channel is about 12.7%. Note that
increasing the center-of-mass energy improves the results
of kt-factorization in describing the experimental data. This
is since the AOC and an intrinsically embedded initial state
FIG. 10. Differential cross section for the production ofWþW− pairs as a function of the cos θ observable at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV. The right
panel demonstrates the contributions of the individual productions channels with the solid black curve showing the overall prediction.
The left panel shows a comparison between the results, within the corresponding uncertainty bounds, to the similar predictions from
Herwig 7 [40,41] and to the experimental data from ATLAS [17].
FIG. 11. Differential cross section for the production of WþW− pairs as a function of the azimuthal angle between the produced
leptons, Δϕll, at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV. The notation of the figure is the same as Fig. 10.
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real emission3 are inherently higher-order effects and are
more relevant in higher energy contents.
Overall, the above comparisons demonstrate that our SM
baseline calculations in the kt-factorization formalism are
satisfactory, in agreement with the conventional theoretical
approaches of the same level of QCD accuracy and
adequate to describe the experimental data. The UPDF
of kt-factorization are defined by convoluting the LO
solutions of the DGLAP evolution equation via an intrinsic
real parton emission at the semi-hard step of the evolution
ladder. This can be convincingly seen as a single-step
initial-state parton shower that is absorbed by the distri-
bution function of incoming parton. Furthermore, the KMR
visualization of the AOC, as an effective model and while
being out-of-sync with the theory of LO DGLAP evolu-
tions, introduces additional NLO-level effects into resulting
TMD PDFs. Hence, one would expect to see most of the
NLO corrections in an event generated with the LO UPDFs.
FIG. 12. Differential cross section for the production of WþW− pairs as a function of the mass of the produced lepton pair, mll, atﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV. The notation of the figure is the same as Fig. 10.
FIG. 13. Differential cross section for the production of WþW− pairs as a function of the mass of the transverse momentum of the
leading lepton, pLeadingt , at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV. The notation of the figure is the same as Fig. 10.
3This is a direct consequence of the last-step evolution
approximation and has a similar effect as a single-step initial
state parton shower.
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In the case of WþW− pair-production, most of the NLO
channels, i.e., the one-loop gg→ WþW− and qq → WþW−
subprocesses are expected to be already included in the LO
kt-factorization calculation through the resummation of the
quark box and quark cross-box contributions. Therefore, it
is not surprising to see that our NLO-equivalent kt-
factorization results are comparable with the full NLO
collinear predictions. It should be also mentioned that the
additional enhancements that are applied to the collinear
results through full QCDþ QED parton shower and
hadronization visibly increase the accuracy of these pre-
dictions in describing the experimental data.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated the inclusive rate of WþW− pair
production through leptonic decay channels WþW− →
lþνl þ l0−νl0 in two different approaches; (i) the kt-factori-
zation framework where we used the TMD PDFs of KMR
and (ii) the collinear factorization framework, using the
Herwig 7 event generator. We have performed our analysis
with
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV and 13 TeV center-of-mass energies and
compared our predictions with the existing experimental
data from ATLAS and CMS.
Here we considered the relevant partonic subprocesses
up to a NLO-equivalent-level QCD accuracy. At the
FIG. 14. Differential cross section for the production ofWþW− pairs as a function of the transverse momentum of the produced lepton
pair, pllt , at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV. The notation of the figure is the same as Fig. 10.
FIG. 15. Differential cross section for the production of WþW− pairs as a function of the pseudorapidity of the produced lepton pair,
yll, at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV. The notation of the figure is the same as Fig. 10.
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ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV center-of-mass energy, it has been shown that
the LO channels have the largest contributions into the
production rate (∼62.0%) while the LO plus 1 jet channels
contribute up to about 27.6% in the total cross section and
the one-loop induced gþ g → H → Wþ þW− contributes
about 10.4%. However, for
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV, the fractions of
the LO plus 1 jet and the one-loop induced contributions
into the total production rate are slightly greater than theﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 8 TeV. In this scale, the LO channels have about a
57.4% share of the total WþW− pair production cross
section, while the LO plus 1 jet qq and qg channels
have 13.2% and 16.7% shares, respectively. The contribu-
tion of the one-loop induced Higgs decay channel is
about 12.7%.
The kt-factorization framework does not result in high-
precision predictions for the WþW− pair production event
since the UPDFs of kt-factorization has larger uncertainty
levels compared to the conventional collinear method,
represented here by Herwig 7 multipurpose event gener-
ator. Herwig 7 provides a versatile platform for performing
this class of analysis and incorporates several layers of
enhancement to refine its predictions, e.g., NLO QCD
corrections, AOC parton shower, multiparticle interactions,
hadronization, etc. Nevertheless, we have shown that our
kt-factorization framework, despite its simplicity, is
adequate for describing the existing experimental data of
the fiducial cross section for the production ofWþW− pairs
in both inclusive and Higgs-decay-originated cases.
The large uncertainty of the kt-factorization framework
is a consequence of putting the last-step evolution approxi-
mation on top of the intrinsic collinear uncertainties and
forcing an additional controlling evolution scale (kt) into
the calculation. This problem can be solved by performing
a global fit for these UPDFs to the Hadron-Hadron
scattering data, as well as including higher-order effects
in their respective calculations. We hope that the promising
results such as those presented in this paper would provide
an incentive for the particle physics community to move in
this direction.
Additionally, we consider the exclusive WþW− pair
production through gg → H → WþW− channel that is
important for the study of the BSM physics. Our framework
can successfully provide the necessary SM base-line for the
on-going search for BSM signal in the LHC run 2 data,
which would be the subject of our next paper.
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